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iMath will provide users with various functions and equations that they can insert in their OpenOffice or LibreOffice Writer
documents. All of these mathematical functions or equations can be customized with labels, descriptions, matrices or units. This
way, users can easily add formulae in their documents and also edit, copy, print and share their formulas. Moreover, the add-in
will be readily available to users as a single menu under the iMath menu option. It will offer users an array of features including
Quick-access Buttons for some of the most commonly used mathematical functions and equations, as well as options that will

allow them to customize the mathematical functions or equations that they insert in their OpenOffice documents. iMath
Screenshots: A : Add a formula or equation (sign, quantity, units, etc.) B : Insert a matrix C : Remove a matrix D : Rotate the

formula/equation 90 degrees clockwise E : Convert to text F : Convert to characters G : Insert a vector H : Remove a vector I :
Rotate the vector 90 degrees clockwise J : Remove the formula K : Insert a point (displayed with the word "POINT" L : Insert a

formula/equation M : Remove a formula/equation N : Insert a label O : Remove a label P : Insert a description Q : Remove a
description R : Insert a color S : Remove a color This add-in will be readily available for users as a single menu under the iMath

menu option. It will offer them an array of functions that they can insert in their OpenOffice documents. All of these
mathematical functions or equations can be customized with labels, descriptions, matrices or units. This way, users can easily

add formulae in their documents and also edit, copy, print and share their formulas. iMath will be readily available to users as a
single menu under the iMath menu option. It will offer users an array of features including Quick-access Buttons for some of

the most commonly used mathematical functions and equations, as well as options that will allow them to customize the
mathematical functions or equations that they insert in their OpenOffice documents. The add-in will be readily available to

users as a single menu under the iMath menu option. It will offer them an array
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- Quickly add mathematical formulas and equations to OpenOffice Writer documents - Insert matrices, vectors, or any other
mathematical object - Customize the different mathematical objects with multiple functions and operators - Add formulas or
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equations “on-the-fly” - The new operator can be called from inside equations - Fast processing of mathematical formulas
(examples: Bezier curves, surfaces, etc.) - Apply filters to images of mathematical objects (examples: Evolving curves, surfaces,
etc.) - Excellent performance (examples: Faster calculations) - Works on all operating systems including Linux, Windows, Mac

OS, etc. - Add Mathematical Formulae and Equations to OpenOffice Writer Documents in No Time - Customize the
Mathematical Objects with Multiple Functions and Operators - Integrates with other software (examples: Launchpad, abiword,
etc.) - Comprehensive and detailed documentation (examples: Quick reference, description, usage) - OpenOffice Writer The

add-in will be available in OpenOffice Writer for Windows, Mac OS, Linux and their Linux variations. The add-in is
completely free and does not contain any advertisements or third-party software. MORE INFORMATION For more

information, including a step-by-step tutorial, please visit: Source: Thanks, Eduardo P. Click Here: KeyMacro is an add-in for
the OpenOffice and LibreOffice suites that will help users insert mathematical formulae and equations into their documents.

The add-in will also enable users to customize the formulas and their graphical representations (examples: Bezier curves,
surfaces, etc.) in no time. Besides, it will provide them with filters that will enable them to apply selected mathematical

functions to the objects (examples: Evolving curves, surfaces, etc.) that they have inserted in their documents. KeyMacro is
completely free and does not contain any advertisements or third-party software. *Get KeyMacro for Windows, Linux, and Mac

OS. * 1d6a3396d6
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This is an add-in for OpenOffice or LibreOffice Writer that will allow users to add mathematical equations to their documents.
This add-in could be a great choice for those who need to add mathematical formulae and equations to their OpenOffice Writer
documents. It will provide them with an array of mathematical tools that will enable them to insert formulae, equations, vectors,
matrices, units, etc. iMath Main Features: Add mathematical formulae and equations Quick access to tools for inserting
equations and formulae Support for Writer versions up to 3.5 Symbol list of the mathematical symbols and functions Symbols
and functions to insert Symbols and functions to import from other formats like MS-Word Includes a pop-up menu to select a
preferred symbol list for Writer iMath Quick access to math tools for inserting equations, functions and formulae. Standalone
add-in that will enable users to add mathematical formulae and equations to their OpenOffice Writer documents Basic add-in
for basic and straightforward mathematical functions and symbols. This add-in could be a great choice for those who need to
add mathematical formulae and equations to their OpenOffice Writer documents. It will provide them with an array of
mathematical tools that will enable them to insert formulae, equations, vectors, matrices, units, etc. iMath Description: This is
an add-in for OpenOffice or LibreOffice Writer that will allow users to add mathematical equations to their documents. This
add-in could be a great choice for those who need to add mathematical formulae and equations to their OpenOffice Writer
documents. It will provide them with an array of mathematical tools that will enable them to insert formulae, equations, vectors,
matrices, units, etc. iMath Main Features: Add mathematical formulae and equations Quick access to tools for inserting
equations and formulae Support for Writer versions up to 3.5 Symbol list of the mathematical symbols and functions Symbols
and functions to insert Symbols and functions to import from other formats like MS-Word Includes a pop-up menu to select a
preferred symbol list for Writer iMath Quick access to math tools for inserting equations, functions and formulae. Mathematical
Functions Support

What's New In?

With iMath, you can easily add mathematical formulae and equations to your documents. What’s more, you can customize each
mathematical object through the available icons. You can also add captions to the icons, change the color of the icons and
change the background and foreground colors. As an option, you can also resize the mathematical objects.         This document
describes how to install the add-in on a Mac. The instructions are the same on Windows and Linux. Steps to install iMath on
Mac OS X In order to install the iMath add-in on your Mac, you need to follow the instruction below. Install the software and
authorize it To install the add-in, you must first install the iMath software. You can download it from the official website of the
add-in. After you have installed the add-in, you must log in to the software. You will need the last authorizations to do that. Start
OpenOffice Writer or LibreOffice Writer After you have logged in to the iMath software, you must start OpenOffice Writer or
LibreOffice Writer. In the menu bar, you can find the iMath menu. Steps to install iMath on Windows To install the iMath add-
in on your Windows PC, you need to follow the steps below. Download and install the add-in from the official website
Download the iMath software. You can do it in a simple way using the website of the add-in. After that, you need to open it. At
the end of the installation process, you will get a prompt asking you to authorize the software. Please, click “OK” to authorize it.
Steps to install iMath on Linux To install the iMath add-in on your Linux PC, you need to follow the steps below. Install the
software You can download it from the official website of the add-in. After you have downloaded it, you need to open the
package. Then, you need to open the iMath software and log in. After that, you need to install it. Authorize the software After
you have installed the iMath software, you will be asked to authorize it. Please click “OK” to authorize it. Authorize the
software Steps to uninstall iMath You can uninstall the iMath add-in in two ways. Use the uninstall button In the menu bar of
your OpenOffice Writer or LibreOffice Writer, you will find the iMath menu. You can remove it from here. Start OpenOffice
Writer or LibreOffice Writer In the menu bar, you will find the iMath menu. Uninstall it from here For Windows
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System Requirements For IMath:

Minimum: OS: Windows 7/Vista/XP/2000 Processor: 1.8 GHz CPU Memory: 2 GB RAM Graphics: DirectX 9 or OpenGL 1.1
DirectX: Version 9 Network: Broadband Internet connection Hard Drive: 6 GB free disk space Sound Card: DirectX 9
compatible sound card Display: 1280x720 monitor Other: Maximum: OS: Windows 8/7 Processor: Quad-Core Processor
Memory:
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